Cubiks achieves ISO 27001 certification




ISO 27001 covers high standards in information security and the management of
information
People can trust that their data is being managed securely and professionally by
Cubiks.

Global people assessment consultancy Cubiks has achieved certification to ISO
27001:2013 for its information security management system. Achieving this internationally
recognised certification, Cubiks has shown its dedication to excellent standards in
information management and security, its commitment to best practice and its focus on
continuous improvement.
BSI, the business standards company, provides a recognised framework for information
security management, which helps companies ensure that they consistently meet high
standards when it comes to using and storing information. In Cubiks’ case, this
certification demonstrates the company’s continued effort to work to BSI’s guidance for
managing client data.
Martin Smith, Cubiks CEO said:
“Certification to ISO 27001 reflects our dedication to ensuring data is managed securely
for all our clients, participants and employees around the world. We know that
information security is a major concern for employers and individuals alike, and this
certification demonstrates that we are serious about keeping personal data safe. Our
robust framework for managing information is now certified as meeting exacting
internationally recognised standards, reinforcing the fact that Cubiks is a talent
assessment partner that people can trust.”
Toni Allen, UK Head of Client Propositions, BSI added:
“It’s vital that organisations can demonstrate that they are safeguarding sensitive
information in order to gain the trust of their customers. By achieving ISO 27001, Cubiks
has demonstrated that it has a robust information security management system in place
and is committed to ensuring information is well managed.”
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Organisations working with Cubiks can now be even more confident that their
information is safe, further building on the solid foundation of trust that has long been at
the centre of all Cubiks’ international partnerships.

- ENDS -

Notes to editors:
The international team at Cubiks lives and breathes talent assessment. By blending the
human touch with advanced technology, they deliver crystal clear insight that
transforms HR challenges into opportunities. Through this connected approach, Cubiks
equips employers to select, identify and develop the talent they need.
Cubiks’ solutions are used by more than 1,000 clients in over 50 countries. The company
has offices throughout Europe, regional offices in the United Arab Emirates, China,
Malaysia and the USA and an international network of delivery partners. This global
scope means Cubiks can offer culturally sensitive business psychology solutions in over 30
languages.
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For more information, contact:
Laura Parrack, Communications Manager
Laura.parrack@cubiks.com
+44 (0)1483 544 200
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